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Layer-by-Layer Assembly Methods and Their Biomedical 
Applications 
Zhuying Zhang,a Jinfeng Zeng,a,b Jürgen Grollc and Michiya Matsusaki*a, d

Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly has attracted much interest because of its ability to provide nanoscale control over film 
characteristics and because of a wide choice of available materials. The methods of LbL not only determine the process 
properties, but also directly affect film properties. In this review, we will discuss LbL methodologies that have been used in 
biomedical fields. Special attention is devoted to different properties arising from methods that allow for diverse biomedical 
applications, ranging from surface modification to tissue engineering. We conclude with a discussion of the current 
challenges and future perspectives.

1. Introduction
Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly is a popular and attractive 
technique to functionalize the surface of a biomaterial and 
engineer various objects such as capsules and films in a simple, 
controllable manner. Generally, LbL assembly involves the 
cyclical deposition of different materials onto substrates, 
leading to the gradual growth of thin films. The main advantage 
of this technique is the ability to create stable deposited 
nanoscale thin films with well-organized structures and tunable 
composition on different substrates.1–3 This technology can be 
traced back to the 1960s when Iler4 and Kirkland5 fabricated 
inorganic films by assembling positively-charged alumina fibers 
and negatively-charged silica particles. However, it was not until 
1997 that Decher,6 a pioneer researcher, fabricated multilayer 
films by consecutive adsorption of polyanions and polycations, 
a more versatile technique that relies on solutions of 
macromolecules and could thus be successfully extended to 
other materials. The LbL assembly technique has since 
experienced a period of explosive growth, being widely used as 
a versatile, simple, convenient strategy to fabricate multilayer 
materials with tunable structures, composition, and 
physicochemical properties. 

Many years of development in both the driving forces and 
assembly methods have seen the current research field of LbL 
greatly exceed that of Decher’s era. The driving forces mostly 
related to the materials used, the choice of which are highly 

dependent on their intrinsic properties for desired functions. As 
well as polyelectrolytes, other materials like synthetic 
polymers,7 proteins,8 nucleic acids,9 and nanoparticles10 are 
also used as building blocks, provided they can interact with 
each other. The diversity of materials has enriched the 
interactions of multilayers. Hydrogen bond, host-guest 
interaction, hydrophobic interaction, and covalent bond are 
frequently used to drive LbL assembly. Polyelectrolyte LbL 
assembly films based on electrostatic interactions are still the 
most commonly investigated as they allow for the quick 
construction of materials with multiple functionalities, but 
suffer poor stability once exposed to external stimuli.11,12 The 
other aforementioned interactions not only improve the 
stability and mechanical strength of multilayers, but also 
provide opportunities to introduce additional functionalities.

Assembly technologies can currently be classified into five 
main categories: 1) dip assembly, 2) spin-assisted assembly, 3) 
spray assembly, 4) microfluidic systems and 5) 3D printing. Of 
these five major assembly technologies, dipping assembly has 
been researched the longest, while microfluidic systems and 3D 
printing have been developed more recently. The different LbL 
methods show unique characteristics, affecting the properties 
of LbL films such as thickness, surface properties, homogeneity, 
and internal structure. The advantages and disadvantages of 
these LbL methods are listed in Table 1.

LbL assembly methods can introduce other forces that help 
polymer chain rearrangement, directly affecting the 
physicochemical properties of the film. Spin and spray LbL are 
forced deposition methods. Their shortened liquid-film contact 
time combined with high shear force favor stratification in 
assembly, leaving the adsorbed components as hierarchical 
multilayers away from conformational equilibrium.13 
Microfluidic systems and 3D printing technologies are high 
throughput methods with high assembly speed and low 
material waste. It should be noted that unlike LbL assembly 
through the dip, spin, spray, and microfluidic systems that are 
driven by molecular interactions, while LbL via 3D printing is
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Table 1 Characteristic of various LbL assembly methods

Methods Advantages Disadvantages General properties Refs

Dip
Versatile, 

Shape-independent. 
Time-consuming,

Low utilization of materials
Become rougher with time. 2, 3, 14, 15, 16

Spin
Rapid,

Enhanced mechanical properties. 
Only for planar substrate,

Thin and uniform,
Low surface roughness

Consistent properties across all the bilayers.
17, 18, 19, 20

Spray
Rapid, 

Shape-independent, 
Scalable. 

Drainage waste of materials

Form multilayers with extremely short 
contact time,

Skip rinsing step,
Thinner film, linear growth of film.

21, 22, 23, 24

Microfluidic
High throughput, 

Low material demand, 
Patterning. 

Device-needed
Patterned films,

Microchannel surface modifications.
25, 26, 27

3D printing

High throughput. 
Low material demand, 

Rapid and accurate,
Fully automated, 

Patterning.

Expensive,
Device-needed

Thicker,
Layer wise macroscopic deposition.

28, 29, 30, 31, 
32

more of a fabrication-driven method that enables macroscopic 
deposition, that the reason why 3D printed LbL film is always 
thicker than films fabricated by other methods.

There are already numerous reviews of LbL focused on the 
interactions,33,34 fabrication methods,16,35 and applications.36–38 
These reviews provided us with dense information about LbL 
from many different viewpoints. Benefiting from the mild 
conditions and wide range of materials and methods available, 

biomedical applications such as implant surface modification,39 
cargo systems,40 and tissue engineering41,42 have been 
developed. To mimic biological composition, structures, and 
functions, specific biomaterials like ligands,40 proteins,3 and 
even cells43 are used as the LbL components. There are many 
combinations of materials and methods when fabricating LbL 
assembly films. Each combination may result in different film 
properties that are the potential to be applied in suitable 
circumstances. With all those possibilities, it is vital to settle 
down a feasible and proper research proposal. The intrinsic 
chemical properties of raw materials are one of the parameters 
to predict the fabricated film properties. Some biomaterials are 
universally used in many biomedical applications like most 
polysaccharides, but some of them are specific for certain 
biomedical applications like cells. So as the selection of 
assembly methods, the appropriate choice of assembly method 
greatly influences film properties, resulting in materials with 
specific applications in particular fields. However, it is the 
processing properties such as versatility, time and labor-saving, 
and high throughput, rather than the film properties, that are 
the main reasons why a method is used. 

In this review, we will particularly focus on the process 
properties of different LbL assembly methods and film 
properties and applications originating from each method (Fig 
1) for the first time. By reviewing the LbL assembly methods, 
film properties, and potential biomedical applications, we can 
glimpse the ingenuity and subtlety of the LbL assembly 
technique. To convey the relationship between the process 
parameters that straightforwardly affect the film properties, we 
summarized the relative information in Table 2. We hope this 
review would act as a guide for assembly method selection on 
film fabrication for biomedical applications.

Fig 1 Schematic illustration of different LbL assembly methods and various biomedical 
applications.
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Table 2 Summary of key process parameters that affect the film properties reported in the representative studies and their performances in biomedical applications.

Methods Process parameters Properties Performances Applications Refs
Dip time Molecule interdiffusion Pore volume fractions Drug delivery 44

Dip
Rinsing time Interdigitation Stiffness Cell adhesion regulation 45

Thickness and roughness Triggered release rate
Antibacterial coatings, 

antibiotic delivery
46,

Thickness and molecule 
conformation

pH-stability 13
Spin speed

Thickness Adhesion strength Sealing effect 47, 48
Molecule conformation pH-annealing/pH responsive, Controlled drug releasing 13

Spin

Contact time
polar interactions Adhesion forces Cell-attachment regulation 49

thickness 50
Spray flow rate

Surface morphology
Functionalize porous material or 

bridge the network
51

Thickness 52
Surface morphology 52

Spray duration
Assembly time Bridging the porous substrate

Mimic skin structure, surface 
coating

53, 54

Droplet size Surface morphology, roughness 55
Uniformity 52

Simultaneous 
spray or not Film interdiffusion Drug-loading amount

Drug delivery, drug release 
coating

56, 57

Spray

Nanoparticle organization
The nanometer-scale precise 

distribution of NPs
Tailorable delivery timescale 58

Thickness Tube diameter 59
Contact time Equilibrium/nonequilibrium 

state
60

Patterned functionalized surface Micropatterned cell co-cultures
61, 62, 

63
LbL dynamic pattern Tissue engineering 25, 64Chamber shape
Micro channel surface 

modification
Biocompatibility, mechanical 

properties
Enzyme immobilization, 

cancel cell isolation
65, 66

Microfluidic 
system

Surface coatings on micro 
devices

Bio detection 67

3D printing
Droplet size 
(resolution)

Cell density Tissue printing 28

Printing in support 
bath

Tissue engineering 29

Patterned printing Tissue engineering 68
Laser-assisted 

bioprinting
Cell-density Tissue engineering 69

2. Dip assembly

Dip assembly is the most common LbL assembly method, 
involving the alternate adsorption of two or more different 
desired material solutions, with intermediate washing 
steps.70,71 It is usually performed by manually immersing a 
substrate into a solution of the desired materials to modify the 
surface function.

The film properties are influenced by solution properties such 
as concentration and charge density, as well as process 
parameters such as dip time and rinse time.20 Specifically, a 
higher concentration increases the quantity of adsorbed 
materials, leading to a thicker nanofilm. High concentration can 
also increase the viscosity of the solution, slowing the rate of 
material diffusion and prolonging the time for the films to reach 

equilibrium. It should be noted that when solution 
concentration is below a certain level, interdigitation between 
the layers occurs as a result of interdiffusion. However, cell 
adhesion is enhanced on the interdigitation layers as the result 
of increased stiffness.45 The dipping time for the adsorption of 
each layer is of crucial importance. A short dipping time results 
in kinetically trapped polymers,72 while a longer dipping time 
allows for adequate layer deposition and polymer chain 
rearrangement. However, a much longer dipping time can 
weaken the stratified structures of the films.14 Dip LbL assembly 
on different substrates15 has a variety of potential biomedical 
applications.

2.1. Planar substrates

LbL assembly on planar substrates is the most widely used and 
most important method of dip assembly. It has been applied in 
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several biomedical fields like the modification of substrates to 
improve the biocompatibility or to add specialized properties by 
selecting functional materials as their components.
2.1.1. Regulation of cell behavior
Cell behavior on LbL assembly films can be regulated by 
stiffness, morphology, biological properties, and release 
properties of films.73 The chemical properties of multilayers are 
highly dependent on their composition. For example, cell 
adhesion is promoted by the use of materials that are known to 
have adhesive properties. Arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) 
74–76 and catechol groups,77,78 either acting as an assembly 
component or as a partial structure of the polymers, have been 
used to support cell and protein adhesion due to the enriched 
interactions between surfaces and cells. 

For the control of other cell behaviors like proliferation and 
differentiation, more complex structures and accurate 
adjustment of surface properties are required. 
Chitosan/fibrinogen multilayers have been fabricated for 
improving the adhesion and spreading of cardiomyocytes.79 It 
was reported that a pure fibrinogen coating was sufficient for 
cell adhesion and spreading, but chitosan tuned the absorbed 
fibrinogen amount, facilitating the identification of the optimal 
surface properties for cell proliferation. Another method for 
constructing cell regulation LbL films is using LbL film as a 
delivery reservoir for bioactive molecules. Pichart’s group80 has 
loaded bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2) into poly(L-
lysine)/hyaluronan (PLL/HA) films. The post-loaded BMP-2 were 
protected by LbL film and delivered to cells, inducing myoblasts 
to differentiate into osteoblasts. 

Controlling protein adsorption and cell adhesion is important 
for a wide range of biomedical applications. It is known that the 
final layer’s surface charge and hydrophobicity of the materials 
govern protein adsorption and cell adhesion. To provide a set of 
guiding principles for making films that promote cell and protein 
adhesion, a new model based on LbL with independent control 
over the surface charge and hydrophobicity was developed.81 
Substrates coated with serial multilayers with a surface 
isoelectric point (pI) in the range of 5-9 and water contact angle 
(CA) of 35-70° were used to test their cell adhesion (Fig 2). The 
results revealed that a positive charge and hydrophilicity lead to 
high cell adhesion, whereas a negative charge and 
hydrophobicity lead to low cell adhesion.
2.1.2. Controlled drug-releasing properties
The releasing properties of a film are usually achieved by 
stimuli-responsive residues. For LbL films, electrostatic 
interactions, hydrogen bonds, and host-guest interactions are 
generally non-covalent interactions and a drastic change in the 
external environment, such as pH and temperature, will result 
in the dissociation of multilayer films in an aqueous solution. 
This dissociation can be exploited to create responsive burst 
release systems.82

When two or more types of interactions are induced, it is 
possible to break just one kind of interaction and retain the 
other. Based on this, a reusable platform for protein and 
bacterial capture and release was developed.83 The platform 
was assembled via host-guest interactions and electrostatic 
interactions. Because of the inherent reversibility of host-guest 

interactions, the paired structure was dissociated by incubating 
with sodium dodecyl sulfate without destroying the structure of 
the multilayered film, allowing the captured proteins and 
bacteria to be released from the platform and then renewing 
the “guest” surface for the next capture of proteins and bacteria.

To improve the stability of the assembled film for wider 
application, the electrostatic interaction and hydrogen bond 
can be further crosslinked to form covalent bonds in 
physiological conditions. Different crosslinking methods (photo 
crosslinking,84 thermal crosslinking85) can be chosen based on 
the chemical properties of film components. After partial 
crosslinking, there are both stable and reversible interactions 
that enable the film to respond to stimuli while maintaining the 
LbL structure, allowing for controlled release.86

2.2. Medical devices substrates

Dip assembly shows a non-shape-limited property, making it 
ideal for the surface modification of irregular-shaped implanted 
devices. The layer-by-layer coating on medical devices adds 
functionality relevant to specific applications, making them 
more suitable for regulating cellular behavior and for tissue 
engineering. To prevent in-stent restenosis after surgery, 
cardiovascular stents have been coated by chitosan/heparin 
multilayers with embedded epigallocatechin gallate/copper 
(EGCG/Cu) complexes to mimic the basic function of endothelial 
cells, thus enabling rapid in situ endothelialization and 
suppressing smooth muscle cell proliferation.87 Similarly, to 
prevent fatal thrombosis and intimal hyperplasia, an artificial 
vascular graft based on polycaprolactone has been produced 
with LbL coatings for long-term antithrombogenicity and anti-
inflammatory properties.88 In the case of bone regeneration 
implants, efforts have been made to enhance their biological 
performance, which often entails physical, chemical, and 
biological modifications to the implants. Bio functional peptides 
are induced to guide the differentiation of bone marrow 
mesenchymal stem cells into osteoblasts.89 
Collagen/chondroitin sulfate multilayers have been assembled 
onto the surface of an implant and used as a precursor matrix 
to promote mineralization, thereby encouraging osteogenic 
differentiation of MC3T3-E1 cells.3 To help prevent implant-
associated infections, antibacterial coatings have been 
constructed on the surface of implants. One study used 
hydroxypropyl trimethyl ammonium chloride chitosan (HACC), 
with release-killing and contact-killing functions, as the 
antibacterial reagent.39 By selecting an appropriate degree of 

Fig 2 Schematic diagram showing the rationale for the surface designs developed in this 
work. Reproduced with permission from ref. 81. Copyright 2016 American Chemical 
Society.
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quaternary ammonium substitution, HACC can strike a balance 
between antibacterial efficacy and cytocompatibility. The 
interesting thing is before constructing functional film on 
implantable devices, pre-studies of the film properties on 
planar substrates is conducted. For example, as we mentioned 
in 2.2.1, Pichart’s group first studied the LbL film’s 
osteoinductive ability on planar substrates,80 then conducted 
the assembly process on titanium implants90–92 and 
poly(etheretherketone) PEEK implants91 to improve their bone 
regeneration abilities. Thus, by altering the surface properties 
of implantable devices, it is possible to manipulate cell 
behaviors or protein expressions to mimic cell functions for 
enhanced features.

2.3. Microparticle substrates

Dip assembly can be performed on micro- and nanoparticle 
substrates. Compared with macroscopic substrates, they are 
too small to be filtrated and precipitated, requiring extra 
separation steps between deposition and washing, which are 
typically conducted via centrifugation.93 After assembly is 
finished, hollow capsules are obtained by removing the 
substrates without disrupting the multilayers.94

2.3.1. Microcapsules
The dip assembly technique on nanoparticles has been driven 
by the need of drug delivery to effectively encapsulate, protect, 
and deliver bioactive substances. Similar to assembly on planar 
substrates, the driving force and interactions between the LbL 
assemblies on nanoparticles have an impact on their releasing 
properties (as mentioned in 2.1.2 Controlled drug releasing 
properties).

Other functional groups can be introduced to the 
microcapsules to allow triggering methods such as UV 95 and 
redox-triggering, and response to biological stimuli (enzymatic 
cleavage).96 However, these LbL microcapsules can only release 
the loaded drug by an irreversible deteriorative self-
disassembly mode. By introducing two types of functional 
groups, one stable and the other stimuli-responsive, the 
microcapsules can be both structurally stable and responsive,97 
making them applicable for re-usable drug release.

The microcapsules themselves can serve as substrates to 
support a new LbL assembly on the surfaces. Mano and his co-
workers fabricated compartmentalized capsules, where 
microcapsules are embedded in macroscopic beads coated with 
a LbL shell.98,99 Such co-capsules can act as transportations and 
reservoirs for bioactive agents and cells in tissue engineering 
applications.
2.3.2. Cell encapsulation
Encapsulating living cells has garnered considerable interest in 
biomedical fields, like transplantation therapy, tissue 
engineering, and cell-based biosensors. Numerous reviews 
have focused on the materials,100 strategies,101,102 and 
applications,103–105 of cell encapsulation. Briefly, a variety of 
materials have been used for LbL cell encapsulation including 
polysaccharides, proteins, and even nanoparticles.106,107 Living 
cells are more sensitive to their surroundings so the 
encapsulation process must be performed under physiological 
conditions to maintain cell viability.108 

Cell encapsulation enables attenuation of the host 
immunological response in cell transplantation,109 
incorporation of functional molecules to regulate cell biological 
behavior, and modification of the cells’ surface to endow them 
with new features for tissue engineering,110 etc. Our group has 
successfully constructed extracellular matrix (ECM)-like films on 
a cell surface with the layer-by-layer assembly of fibronectin 
(FN) and gelatin (G). The FN/G film acted as an ECM-like 
support,111 protecting the cells from contact inhibition and 
promoting cell-cell adhesions.112 This technology will be 
promising for the engineering of 3D tissue.

The substrates can be considered as templates for LbL 
assembly. The shapes of assembled films are dependent on the 
shapes of substrates. Except for the discussed planar, medical 
device, and microparticle substrates. Dip LbL assembly on other 
shapes could result in films with interesting structures. Like LbL 
assembly on granular 3D structure, with the help of perfusion 
technique, this method can fabricate interconnected hollow 
capsules in 3D space.113,114 LbL assembly on tube-like substrates 
followed by leaching the substrates leaving hollow-tube-like 
films.115 By designing the substrate shape, it is easy to construct 
desirable structures with tailorable surface properties, which 
opens new prospects to create complex 3D constructs for tissue 
engineering applications.114

Dip assembly is the simplest and most widely used LbL 
method. The properties of films fabricated by this method are 
mostly related to the material properties. Dip time and rinsing 
time are the only two process parameters that affect the film's 
properties. The film stiffness and internal structure can be 
adjusted to suit cell adhesion and drug loading. 

3. Spin-assisted assembly
LbL assembly by spin coating is also known as spin-assisted 
assembly.116,117 It is the combination of LbL with the spin-
coating method, which is a simple, fast, highly controllable, and 
reproducible technique for depositing a solution onto a 
spinning substrate. 

Numerous parameters influence the thickness and 
morphology of spin-assisted assembly films, including spin 
speed, solution concentration and viscosity, and evaporation 
rate.118,119 Spin speed is a critical factor that affects the 
centrifugal force and evaporation rate. Thinner films are 
generated at a higher spin speed46 and the concentration of the 
solution also has an effect on film thickness. It has been 
commonly observed that the film thickness increases with the 
concentration.49 For non-Newtonian fluids like polymeric 
solutions, higher concentrations generally result in increased 
viscosities, which contribute to thicker films by restricting fluid 
flow. During the coating process, solvent evaporation alters the 
physical properties of the solution, affecting the uniformity of 
the film thickness. During the spinning process, the angular 
velocity increases with increasing distance from the substrate 
center, resulting in changes in the fluid viscosity as it dries 
toward the edge, which may cause nonuniform radial thickness. 
A slower evaporation rate helps to maintain a more constant 
viscosity across the substrate, improving the uniformity of 
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thickness. In general, a slower spin speed, higher viscosity, and 
a slower evaporation rate result in a thicker and more uniform 
layer.120 Furthermore, temperature, airflow velocity, and 
humidity also have a great effect on the film. By adjusting the 
spinning parameters, the morphology and other properties of 
films can be successfully controlled.

Unlike dip assembly, which is dependent on the diffusion 
speed of polymer chains, spin assembly is more productive due 
to centrifugal and shear forces, which promote chain 
rearrangement on the substrate much more quickly than free 
polymer diffusion. While the dip assembly step takes a few 
minutes, spin-assisted assembly takes only a few seconds.18 In 
the spin-assisted assembly process, shear forces reduce the 
quantity of polymer absorbed, resulting in a thinner film with a 
more ordered internal structure.46 Centrifugal forces generated 
during the spin process flatten the polymer chains, leading to 
slower diffusion parallel to the substrate.17

The shorter liquid-film contact period and shear forces 
produced by spin assembly result in more ordered multilayers 
but are thought not to be sufficient to relax polymer chains, 
resulting in non-equilibrium conformation in multilayers.13 The 
kinetically trapped polymer chains are hypothesized to relax 
slowly in multilayers.121,122 Post-assembly treatments can be 
used to facilitate such chain rearrangements, resulting in a 
change in the characteristics before and after treatments. For 
electrostatic and hydrogen-bond LbL films, treatment methods 
include salt treatment123,124 and pH treatment.44,125 Post-
treatments have been shown to result in the relaxation and 
reconstruction of polymer chains into more equilibrated 
conformations,124 accompanied by an enhancement of film 
stability126 and changes in surface properties.127 The 
nonequilibrium state of spin-assisted LbL films is more sensitive 
to external stimuli before post-treatment but more stable after 
and this feature is of critical importance in practical applications 
of electrostatic or hydrogen bond LbL films as a platform for 
controlled release.

The process of spinning requires a planar substrate, so this 
method is limited to the preparation of planar films. Following 
their assembly on planar substrates, films perform their job 
either on the substrates or detached from the substrates. In the 
former scenario, films are referred to as functional coatings 
while in the latter they are referred to as freestanding films.

3.1. Cell controllable films

Due to the effectiveness of spin-assisted LbL assembly, the 
production of functional coatings is very common and widely 
used in biomedical applications. Cell adhesion to the substrate 
is the first step in the production of biomaterials for a variety of 
applications, including tissue engineering and implantable 
biomaterials. The physicochemical parameters of the matrix, 
which include charge density, wettability, stiffness, and 
roughness, affect the cell adhesion property.

Switching the outermost layer of LbL coatings is one of the 
simplest ways to alter surface properties,49 as free functional 
groups of the outermost layer enable easy post-modification of 
the surface properties for various potential applications. Liu128 
fabricated polymer multilayered films using sulfur(VI)–fluoride 

exchange (SuFEx) click reaction via spin-assisted LbL deposition 
from a sulfonyl fluoride-rich polymer. These films retain the 
residual sulfonyl fluoride functionality and can be conveniently 
post functionalized via the SuFEx click reaction to impart 
antifouling or antibacterial properties. Polymers can be 
modified to satisfy the requirements for developing 
multifunctional films for tissue regeneration. The modification 
of carboxymethyl chitosan and oxidized alginate with RGD and 
dopamine has been shown to increase cell adhesion and 
antioxidative properties, prolonging the survival of cells.129 

Another strategy for regulating cell behavior is the 
introduction of bioactive compounds into multilayers. For 
instance, Minocycline (Mino), a well-established antibiotic that 
acts as a collagenase inhibitor and zinc chelator, can also 
promote bone growth.130 Modifying titanium (Ti) substrates 
with Mino embedded in gelatin/chitosan multilayers promotes 
osteogenesis.131 With the sustained release of Mino, Ti 
substrates effectively regulate the behavior of mesenchymal 
stem cells (MSCs) and macrophages.

3.2. Freestanding film for tissue engineering

Due to the high-speed horizontal polymeric diffusion that 
occurs during the spin process, the spin technique produces 
exceptionally homogeneous films with flat and smooth surfaces 
that are easily detachable from the substrates. The separation 
of films from their substrates enables direct characterization of 
a variety of features,132 permitting applications in biomedical 
fields. The self-supporting films can be transferred to any other 
support used as a scaffold for use in tissue engineering, drug 
loading and delivery systems, or cell culture platforms.

The manufacture of freestanding films is basically identical to 
that of conventional functional spin coatings. However, a final 
detachment step is required, which is also the most challenging, 
as defects may be introduced or the surface roughness may be 
altered.133

There are several methods for completely detaching the films 
from the substrate. Some require further processing while 
others rely on the inherent mechanical characteristics of the 
materials and surface properties of bare substrates. But the key 
point when choosing a suitable method of detachment is to 
avoid interfering with the properties of the films.

For detachment, the film should be of sufficient strength to 
withstand the force applied when it is peeled away from the 
substrate. There are reportedly two ways to accomplish this: 1) 
decrease the interaction between the film and substrate, 2) 
enhance the mechanical properties of the film.
1) Decrease the interaction between the film and substrate.

The most commonly used method for decreasing or 
eliminating the attachment force of spin-coated films is to 
incorporate a sacrificial layer prior to actual film fabrication. 
After dissolving the sacrificial layer, the films can be suspended 
in solution.133 Choosing a suitable solvent can not only dissolve 
the sacrificial layer, but also break the interaction between the 
films and the substrate. For example, salt solutions have been 
used to dismantle electrostatic interactions and hydrogen 
bonds. Additionally, LbL films have been fabricated on low 
surface energy substrates, like Teflon,134 polypropylene,135 and 
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polystyrene.136 Due to the weak van der Waal’s interactions 
between the initial layer and the substrate, films can be easily 
detached without any post-processing step, which is the most 
adaptable and straightforward method. Except for polymer 
films, cell sheets can also be detached from the culture 
substrate, making use of the hydrophobicity switch of a poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAM)-based thermo-responsive 
surface. When the temperature is lowered to the lower critical 
solution temperature (LCST), the polymer surfaces become 
hydrophilic, forming a hydration layer between the cultured 
surface and cells, allowing for their detachment without 
enzymatic treatment.137,138 
2) Enhancement of the film's mechanical properties

Another way to obtain freestanding films is to improve their 
mechanical qualities so that they can be directly peeled from 
the substrate without a sacrificial layer.49 This can be achieved 
by depositing a further supporting film after LbL assembly which 
confers additional mechanical strength, allowing films to be 
easily peeled from the substrate.139–141 After removal from the 
substrate, the supporting layer also contributes to the stability 
of the LbL assembled nanostructures.47,48 As a result, the 
nanofilm can be transferred and applied to other surfaces 
together with the supporting layer to avoid fracture.

Because of the versatility and flexibility of LbL assembly, the 
surface properties of the films can be easily modified before 
bringing them into contact with cells and tissues. Freestanding 
films have a wide range of potential biomedical applications.

One novel application is mucosal defect repair,142 which 
requires a stable adhesive platform with ultrathin thickness, a 
smooth surface, and a high aspect ratio. Freestanding films 
made with spin assembly adequately fulfil these requirements. 
Ultrathin films adhere strongly to organ surfaces but do not 
adhere to neighboring organs, reducing the risk of adhesive 
complications after surgery. Before detachment, like other LbL 
films, drugs can be loaded into the multilayers, then the 
therapeutical effect is synergic with the wound healing and 
drug-releasing properties. 

Similar to other LbL assemblies, other therapeutic composites 
can be embedded into the multilayers. As shown in Fig 3, Redolfi 
Riva143 sandwiched gold nanoparticles into multilayers of 
chitosan/alginate and then the film was peeled off after casting 
a PVA supporting layer. This freestanding film could be used for 

cancer therapy through thermal tissue ablation. Moreover, the 
mucoadhesive properties ensure durable attachment to 
mucosal tissue, allowing for precise distribution and density 
control of nanoparticles, providing safer photo thermalization 
compared to conventional laser surgery.

Spin-assisted assembly is a more controllable LbL method 
compared with dip assembly. Spin speed and contact time are 
the main two parameters during the process. But more film 
properties can be affected by these two process parameters, 
like thickness, surface roughness, and molecule conformation, 
affecting the loading and releasing properties. Generally, spin-
assisted assembly films show better mechanical properties, 
which expand their application in wound healing.

4. Spray assembly
Spray LbL assembly is another frequently used assembly 
method, in which films are assembled by aerosolizing polymer 
solutions or suspensions and sequentially spraying them onto 
substrates.144,145 Interestingly, spray assembly does not always 
need intermediate rinsing steps, as the spray of the subsequent 
solution will rinse away any polymer that was not bonded to the 
previous layer. Spray assembly possesses the benefits of both 
dip and spin assembly. It is adaptable to substrates with varying 
geometries24,146 and absorbs a new layer in just a few seconds. 
The fabrication time of spray assembly LbL films has been 
greatly shortened due to the enhanced adsorption by the spray 
pressure.

In spray LbL assembly, the film properties can be tuned to be 
similar to those of dip assembly. The film thickness is influenced 
by solution concentration, spray flow rate, spray duration, 
rinsing duration, and whether or not the layers were dried after 
spraying.

In contrast to dip LbL assembled films, sprayed LbL films have 
been found to be substantially thinner.56 In terms of film 
homogeneity, spray assembly appears to result in more regular 
LbL films than dip assembly,145 even in the absence of washing 
procedures. This occurs because the newly sprayed polymers 
quickly and thoroughly mix with the deposited layer, whereas 
with dip assembly this process takes markedly longer. 
Compared with spin assembly, spraying is much faster and 
easier to adapt at a large scale level.147

While the majority of spray assembly methods use alternate 
spraying of two solutions, it has been demonstrated that film 
can also be formed using simultaneous spraying, in which two 
solutions are sprayed onto the substrate at the same time.52 
Simultaneous spray assembly is a process that relies on the 
rapid interaction of two components. It causes the formation of 
complexes in the solution before reaching the substrate (Fig 
4a), resulting in the continuous growth of a film. The film 
thickness increases linearly as the complexes accumulate, i.e., 
with the spraying time. There is a strong correlation between 
the size of the complexes and the film growth rate, and this rate 
is highly dependent on the interacting domain ratios. Because 
of the film growth mechanism, the resulting film topography is 
granular, and both the roughness and growth rate of the film 
are related to the polyanion/polycation ratio.50 

Fig 3 Preparation scheme of free-standing thermonanofilms and snapshot of nanofilm 
freestanding in water. Reproduced with permission from ref. 143. Copyright 2014 
American Chemical Society.
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The reaction between two solutions does not always refer to 
the complex of two components as other reactions like metallic 
reduction may also occur. Chen55 expanded the simultaneous 
spraying technology to prepare metallic coatings. As illustrated 
in Fig 4b, Tollen’s reagent and a reducing solution were sprayed 
simultaneously over the substrate and then reacted to form Ag 
nanoparticles that accumulated as a layer on the substrate.

4.1. Porous substrate

Spray LbL assembly enables rapid coating of structurally 
complicated and porous substrates, thus improving their 
functionality. This is especially applicable for rapid hemostasis 
materials, such as bandages, sponges, and gauzes. The 
development of a multilayer film made of hemostatic 
components on gelatin sponges was found to be effective for 
rapid hemostasis in a pig spleen hemorrhage model.54

If the pores on a surface are below a certain size, spray 
deposition can bridge the pores, coating the surface rather than 
penetrating the full thickness of the film.51 Monteiro53 took 
advantage of the pore-bridging ability of spray deposition to 
produce a stable and dense hyaluronic acid (HA)/poly-L-lysins 
(PLL) coating on top of porous HA membranes, simulating the 
epidermal and dermal components of skin respectively, and 
thereby establishing a scaffold for full-thickness skin 
regeneration (Fig 5). Furthermore, the rapidity of spray LbL 

assembly prevents excessive swelling of the hydrophilic 
substrate HA membrane during top film assembly, thus 
preserving the original structure of the substrate. This strategy 
can be used to mimic other multi-layered ultrathin 
biostructures.

4.2. Embedding therapeutics in polymer multilayers

Unlike conventional bulk materials, which have a therapeutic 
loading capacity limit, LbL assembly has demonstrated a high 
degree of adaptability in terms of embedding and delivering 
biologically active components. The spray LbL assembly process 
can be used to increase drug loading and control interdiffusion 
of a drug, thus enhancing the interaction of film components. It 
has been shown that spray assembly helps promote the 
formation of interactions between vancomycin (a potent 
multispectrum antibiotic) and multilayers, improving the 
maximum drug loading to approximately 20 wt%, a remarkable 
figure as typical drug loading rates are limited to just a few 
weight percent.56 This strategy provides an insight into how to 
directly incorporate small and weakly charged molecules in 
multilayers and has been expanded to more than one kind of 
drug.57 Regardless of loading and release efficiency, the optimal 
therapeutic effect of pharmaceuticals can be obtained by 
altering the number of bilayers covering the medications.148

Fig 4 (a) Representation of the simultaneous spray assembly and images of films deposited on silicon wafers: a) NaF and CaCl2·2H2O, b) PAH and PSS, c) PAH and sodium citrate, d) 
PAH and gold nanoparticles. Reproduced with permission from ref. 52. Copyright 2010 WILEY-VCH. (b) Schematic diagram illustrating the process of preparing solutions and 
simultaneous spray deposition. Reproduced with permission from ref. 55. Copyright 2019 Elsevier B.V.

Fig 5 Schematic of the approach. The polycation, poly-L-lysine, and the polyanion, hyaluronic acid, are sprayed on top of the hyaluronic acid porous scaffold, creating a layer-by-layer 
membrane. Keratinocytes are seeded on top of the membrane, forming a cell monolayer. The layer-by-layer membrane acts as an epidermal substitute, which adheres to the dermal 
component (the porous hyaluronic acid scaffold).Reproduced with permission from ref. 53. Copyright 2014 WILEY-VCH.
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LbL assembly enables precise control of the vertical 
dispersion of nanoparticles at the nanoscale. However, 
aggregation of nanoparticles is a frequent occurrence and 
presents a major obstacle. The spraying pressure may help 
prevent aggregate formation, resulting in a more controlled 
distribution of nanoparticles compared to dip assembly.58 

Spray LbL assembly can be conducted with only 
nanoparticles. AgNPs loaded with nanotubes have been 
modified with positively charged chitosan and a negatively 
charged synthetic heparin-like polymer, then alternately 
deposited on substrates via spray-assisted LbL assembly. 
Benefiting from the universal and large-scale fabrication 
advantage of spraying, Nie149 produced a self-sterilizing coating 
with biocompatibility and antibacterial properties.  This 
proposed strategy can be applied to the design of many other 
kinds of nanoparticle-based coatings.

The thickness of LbL film reflects the accumulated amount of 
polymer. In spray assembly, that is affected by the spray flow 
rate and the spray duration. Except for thickness, the surface 
morphology of the films can be regulated. Not only the films 
themselves but also affect the substrate’s morphology, since 
the sprayed solution is able to bridge the porous structure.

5. Microfluidic systems
Microfluidic LbL assembly uses fluidic channels to deposit 

multilayers on both the channel walls150 and the substrate 
immobilized in the channel.67 Microfluidic assembly is normally 
performed with a pump, where solutions in the perfusion 
chamber can be driven by vacuum or pressure. Polymer 
solutions can be pulled into channels by capillary forces, then 
solutions can be pulled into channels by capillary forces, then 
rapidly rotated to remove the surplus solution from channels.151 
Capillary assembly is simple and does not require external 
pumps, but it is not ideal for larger quantities or when a precise 
flow rate is needed.

It is notable that if polymer solutions remain static in 
microfluidic devices,152 the results of fluidic assembly strongly 
resembles those of dip assembly. Thus, for fluidic assembly, 

contact time rather than the flow rate is the primary 
determinant of the adsorbing amount of polymer under flow. 
As with other methods, the surface roughness and thickness 
increase as the concentration of solution increases.60

5.1. Region-selective patterning

Microfluidic devices with perfusion chambers can be used to 
achieve region-selective deposition (Fig 6). With specially 
designed microfluidic molds, fluidic assembly can be used to 
generate functional coatings with complex patterns. Cells and 
other materials can adhere preferentially to the pattern area, 
resulting in the formation of three-dimensional cellular 
structures.61,62

Dynamic patterning can be accomplished with the aid of a 
computer and a digital micromirror device (DMD), which is 
capable of controlling over one million small mirrors to project 

a pattern of high-intensity UV light onto the DMD panel.153 
Following this UV exposure, the photosensitive precursor 
crosslinks and forms a pattern on substrates or the previous 
layer. The combination of DMD technology with the microfluidic 
device enables layer-by-layer bioprinting.25 By introducing cell-
laden gelatin methacrylate (GelMA) into the microfluidic device 
and changing the pattern and concentration of each layer, this 
strategy can be used to construct a high spatial resolution 3D 
vascular structure with neovascularization potential. Except for 
the in situ stacking of different layers, a DMD-based microfluidic 
system can be used to fabricate different single micromodule 
layers with center holes, then the micro modules are assembled 

layer-by-layer via hydrodynamic interactions, forming hollow 
3D tissue-like constructs.64

5.2. LbL assembly on cylindrical microchannels

Fluidic assembly is not limited to planar substrates. If the inner 
surfaces of tubes or capillaries need modifications, microfluidic 
LbL assembly is a possible method. By infusing solutions into a 
tube, antifungal assembly films can be used to modify the 
interior wall of catheter tubes to prevent fouling.154 Apart from 
the surface properties change of a single tube, the size-
narrowing effect of microchannels can also affect the overall 
performance.155 Based on a newly developed all-liquid 
microfluidic chip, microfluidic LbL assembly was recently used 
to construct a biocompatible interface on the inner walls of 
microchannels (Fig 7). The multilayer coatings can improve the 
mechanical properties and provide a biocompatible 
environment for enzyme immobilization.65 The coatings in a 
microfluidic chip can also serve as biosensors, detecting cancer 
cells66 or particular proteins156 depending on their specific 
interactions.

The microfluidic channels themselves can serve as a template 
to fabricate tubular-like structures. 3D scaffolds with 
microchannels in the order of tens of micrometers were first 
functionalized with hyaluronic acid/chitosan LbL films grafted 
with RGD, then human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) 
were seeded on the coatings, mimicking a vascular capillary 
structure.157 The outside of the channels can be modified with 
a specifically designed microfluidic device. As shown in Fig 8 
chondroitin sulfate (CS)/chitosan (CHI) hollow fibers were 

Fig 6 Fluidic device used to deposit polyelectrolytes on limited region of substrates. 
Reproduced with permission form ref. 26. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.
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fabricated using a microfluidic device and connected with epoxy 
resin microchannels. Endothelial-loaded core flow and 
fibroblast-loaded sheath flow merged with hollow fibers and 
coated the inside and outside of fibers respectively, forming a 
blood-vessel-like structure.158

5.3. Microparticles and Capsules

Using the homogeneous particle size distribution and very 
accurate interfacial contact interaction,159 microfluidic 
assembly can be used to coat tiny particles, including fragile 
cells, with functional components.160 Neuronal cells can be 
patterned with a pre-designed fluidic device.63 Microfluidic 
assembly can encapsulate cells by putting them into fluidic 
channels, then using vacuum or pressure to sequentially flow 
polymers and wash solutions through them. Both cell islets and 
single cells can be coated for protection, allowing for in vivo 
transplantation. 

Microfluidic technology can also be used to generate LbL 
microcapsules with separate layer cavities. A unique gas-liquid 
microfluidic device has been developed to introduce cavities.161 
As shown in Fig 9a, a solution of carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC, 
negative charge) was introduced into a microfluidic device via a 
syringe pump and subsequently sheared into small droplets 
using N2 at the nozzle of the capillary. The small droplets landed 

in the chitosan (CS, positive charge) solution, forming single 
bilayer capsules. The CS solutions containing single-bilayer 
capsules were injected into a second device with a larger 
diameter, and the assembly procedure was repeated to 
generate microcapsules with two CMC/CS bilayers. This is a 
simple and effective method for fabricating LbL microcapsules 
with cavities between each bilayer. Drugs, bioactives, or 
nanoparticles can be enclosed in the voids of each layer, 
allowing for a novel type of cargo delivery system design.

In summary, fluidic assembly enables the construction of 
multilayers on surfaces that are inaccessible by conventional 
methods, like assembly inside capillaries or tubes. It also 
introduces a novel method for region-specific patterning 
through the use of fluidic devices. It is a valuable tool for coating 
sensitive particulate substrates, like cells, that may be damaged 
in centrifugation-based separation. These unique advantages 
make it an attractive option for many biomedical applications, 
even when specialized equipment such as fluidic devices and 
pumps are required.

In some ways, a microfluidic system can be considered as a 
mini dip assembly method. So the thickness of the films is 
mostly affected by contact time. The different thing is the shape 
of the chamber and microchannel sometimes serve as LbL 
assembly templates, restrict the assembly area and form 
patterned films. LbL in microchannels and precise control of 
assembly region make microfluidic systems popular in tissue 
engineering.

6. 3D Printing
3D printing, which evolved from 2D printing and has since 
revolutionized numerous areas in biomedical fields, is an 
additive manufacturing method. In biomedical applications, 3D 
printing facilitates the construction of complex biomimetic 
structures with biocompatible materials,162 bioactives, and 
living cells.163 Moreover, the layer-by-layer precise spatial 
control over deposition enables it to be applied to tissue 
engineering,164 such as for the creation of transplantable 
tissues.29,165 When printing biologically sensitive materials and 
living cells, an important issue is maintaining their activity. This 
section will review the 3D printing strategies for biomedical 
applications (bioprinting) and discuss the shortcomings of 
current methods.

Fig 7 Schematics showing the layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly process of chitosan (CH) and 
hyaluronic acid (HA) for enzyme immobilization in an all-liquid microfluidic chip. a, b) The 
sequential deposition of CH and HA on the inner wall of the microchannel. c) The 
immobilization of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) or glucose oxidase (GOD) on the CH/HA 
multilayer. d) Repeated procedures of (a-c). Reproduced with permission from ref. 65. 
Copyright 2021 WILEY-VCH.

Fig 8 Microfluidics device and polysaccharides used in this study. (a) Schematic illustration of the microfluidic device and preparation of fibers, (b) sectioned illustration of the flow 
exit, and (c) artificial blood vessels. Reproduced with permission form ref. 158. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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3D bioprinting is a layer-by-layer fabrication approach in 
which cells and materials are processed together into a 
stratified three-dimensional order using an automated 
fabrication method.166 While the variety of fabrication 
processes and applicable technologies have evolved in the last 
decade, the most commonly applied technologies are robotic 
dispensing, inkjet printing, and laser-assisted printing. Within 
the scope of this overview article, we want to focus on inkjet 
printing and laser-assisted printing as examples of bioprinting 
approaches.167

6.1. Inkjet printing

Inkjet printing, also known as drop-on-demand printing, is the 
most commonly used printing method for biomedical 
applications. Liquid printed from a nozzle is ejected into 
droplets with regulated volumes by thermal168 or 
acoustic28,169,170 (created by piezoelectric crystal) forces, then 
delivered to predetermined positions to form the final construct 
(Fig 10a). Inkjet printing as a layer-by-layer method offers 
advantages including high speed, precise controllability, low 
cost, and compatibility with many biomaterials.31 Droplet size

can be electronically controlled and the rate can reach up to 
10,000 droplets per second.28 The common drawback of inkjet 
printing is that the “ink” here refers to all of the biological 
materials that must be in a solution state for droplets to form. 
As a result, when printing cells, low cell concentrations are 
required to allow droplet formation and prevent nozzle 
clogging, making high cell densities difficult to obtain.

Inkjet printing combined with layer-by-layer technology 
enables the fabrication of complex structures that would be 
difficult to engineer using other methods. Suntivich171 
constructed silk fibrin nests consisting of up to 400 dots with 
diameters of 70-100 µm and thicknesses of 100-600 µm, printed 
a solution of E.coli at the center of each dot and then capped 
them with silk. This example demonstrates how inkjet printing 
is capable of constructing 3D structures with both chemical 
materials and living cells.

Bioprinting enables the fabrication of 3D-tissue architectures 
using the bottom-up principle, literally stacking cells layer-by-
layer to match the natural structure. The biomaterial 
multilayers function as the ECM for nutrition and metabolic 
waste transfer. Layer-by-layer assembly between cells and 
biomaterials has been reported since 1998172 when cells were 
inkjet printed on a thin collagen gel, then another thin layer of 
collagen was cast on top of the cells, and the procedure was 
repeated to generate cell/collagen multilayers. Dunn173 
sandwiched rat hepatocytes between two layers of hydrated rat 
tail tendon collagen matrix and found that the sandwiched 
hepatocytes sustained function better than those cultivated on 
a single layer of collagen. LbL films can also be used as a layer in 
cell/polymer multilayers, with the inkjet printed FN/collagen 
LbL films alternating with inkjet-printed cell layers. 3D tissue 
chips consisting of 440 micro-arrays with different layer 
numbers and cell types have been fabricated.174

Like polymeric LbL films, the properties of biological 
constructs can be adjusted by selecting different types of cell 
layers or alternating concentrations of the same cell,175 allowing 
researchers to more accurately replicate the hierarchical 
architecture of real tissues and organs.29 For instance, to obtain 
a 3D tissue structure with high liver functions, hepatocytes and 
endothelial cells, the two most abundant cell types in the liver, 
were used as “inks”.174 Various vascular cell types, including 
smooth muscle cell and fibroblast, were printed layer-by-layer 
concurrently with agarose rods as mold templates, resulting in 
single- and double-layered small vascular tubes with varying 
diameters.176 The layer-by-layer printing of amniotic fluid-
derived stem (AFS) cells into an alginate/collagen composite gel 
enable them to differentiate for specific functions.68

6.2. Laser-assisted bioprinting

Usually when printing cell layers, cells are suspended in an 
aqueous culture medium. The exposure of cells to heat and 
shear pressure at the nozzle tip may reduce cell viability so a 
new non-contact laser-assisted bioprinting technology has been 
developed.

Fig 9 (a) Schematic illustration of the fabrication of LbL-assembled CMS/CS capsules by 
the gas-liquid microfluidic approach. Optical micrographs of CMC/CS single-layer capsule 
(b), CMC/CS bilayer capsule (c), and CMC/CS multilayer capsule (d). Reproduced with 
permission from ref. 161. Copyright 2017 Elsevier B. V.
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Laser-assisted bioprinting (LAB), also known as matrix-
assisted pulsed laser evaporation direct-write, is based on the 
principles of laser-induced forward transfer. It has been shown 

to be capable of printing a variety of biological materials with 
high accuracy, including proteins, bacteria, and cells.30,177,178 A 
typical LAB device consists of a pulsed laser beam, a focusing 
system, and a “ribbon” that is made from glass covered with a 
laser-energy-absorbing layer (gold or titanium) and a layer of 
biological materials.32 As shown in Fig 10b, focused laser pulses 
on the absorbing layer generate high-pressure bubbles that 
cause the directional ejection of biomaterials from the support 
material to the substrate.167 Because there is no nozzle in the 
LAB system, the problem of clogging with cells or high viscosity 
solutions that plague inkjet printing is not a factor. As such, this 
technology allows the printing of biomaterials with a wide range 
of viscosities and cell densities up to 108 cells/ml.69 Moreover, 
the nozzle-free structure protects cells from shear pressure, 
which will not affect the viability and function of cell.

Due to its rapidity, precision, and ability to print living cells, 
this non-contact printing technology has been increasingly used 
in biomedical applications. For the first time in 2012, Koch179 
used LAB technology to deposit cells layer-by-layer to mimic 
tissue structures and functions. Fibroblasts and keratinocytes 
were embedded in collagen for the engineering of skin tissue 
with LbL assembly. As shown in Fig 11, the red and green layers 
(keratinocytes and fibroblasts, respectively) are distinct and do 
not overlap. One year later, Michael177 increased the 
keratinocyte and fibroblast layers to 20 and transplanted the 3D 
cell construct to full-thickness skin wounds in mice. After 11 
days of culture, the transplants were fully integrated into the 
surrounding tissue.

The construction of 3D tissues with improved functionality 
always needs more than one type of material. However, the 
addition of one component requires the preparation of an 
individual ribbon, which is time-consuming. If multiple cell types 
and materials are needed, the preparation work prior to 

printing can be particularly onerous. Besides, the biomaterials 
on the ribbon cannot be fully used and are hard to recycle, 
causing some waste which is a problem when the materials are 
rare and expensive. Overall, the high resolution of LAB and the 
ability to print high cell densities still makes it a competitive 
method for the rapid and accurate construction of 3D 
biomimetic materials.

3D printing is the most complicated LbL fabrication method. 
Because of its flexibility in shape-designing and “ink” selection, 
3D printing LbL is almost used in tissue engineering. By 
mimicking the structure and composition of the real tissue, 3D 
printing is theoretically able to construct all kinds of tissues.

7. Challenges and perspectives
Over the past several decades, layer-by-layer assembly has 
experienced explosive development in methodologies and 
applications. The multitude of multilayer assembly technologies 
and their benefits in the construction of biomaterials have 
contributed to the growth of LbL assembly over a wide range of 
biomedical applications. The vast toolbox of LbL methodologies 
provides different options for the construction of desired 
structures.

Despite these advantages, LbL assembly for fabricating 
biomedical materials still faces some challenges. For 
macroscopic LbL assembly processes like dip, spin, and spray 
assembly, reducing material waste during the coating process 
remains important, especially for valuable materials such as 
some proteins and custom-synthesized polymers. For in vivo 
biological applications, the importance of material safety 
cannot be overstated. 

Fig 11 Sketch of the laser printing setup. The cell-hydrogel compound is propelled 
forward as a jet by the pressure of a laser-induced vapor bubble. Layer-by-layer a 3D cell 
pattern is generated. A printed grid structure (top view) of fibroblasts (green) and 
keratinocytes (red). The whole structure has a height of about 2 mm and a base area of 
10 mm × 10 mm. scale bars are 500 µm. Reproduced with permission from ref. 191. 
Copyright 2012 WILEY-VCH.

Fig 10 Scheme of 3D printing: (a) Inkjet printing and (b) laser-assisted printing.
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Different LbL assembly methods possess their advantages 
and disadvantages. Most of the technical obstacles can be 
bypassed by selecting proper fabrication methods. However, 
one thing that cannot be avoided is the repeated deposition 
operation, even when using the fast spin and spray-assisted 
assembly method, we have to spin and spray multiple times to 
obtain thick films. The trade-off between film thickness and 
fabrication time needs to be considered during fabrication. LbL 
assembly on fragile substrates like cells. The mechanical forces 
by spin coating and high-pressure flow produced by spray and 
3D printing nozzles may affect the viability of cells. But the time-
consuming self-assembly technique requires cells to be in a non-
culturable state for a longer period, which may lead to cell 
inactivation.

Since the LbL assembly technique has been studied for so 
long. Most LbL assembly needs two kinds of materials for 
interactions between the polymer chains. In most cases, 
however, the interactions occur between the side residues 
instead of the entire chains. In these cases, interactive domains, 
rather than having two different polymers, are necessary for LbL 
assembly. Assembly between single components helps us to 
study the effects of the chemical characteristics of that 
component on film properties. When considering in vivo 
application in particular, the interactions between tissues and 
materials can be very complicated so single-component 
assemblies are better for clarifying the underlying mechanism. 

For polyelectrolytes, same-component LbL assembly does not 
rely on electrostatic interactions, making it possible for any 
polyelectrolytes to assemble, even those with the same 
charges. Early in 2006, Caruso’s group180 published the first 
paper on LbL multilayer assembly, essentially from the same 
polyelectrolytes. His group synthesized alkyne and azide 
modified polyacrylic acid (PAA), and the LbL was performed via 
click reaction. Single component LbL has since attracted the 
interest of researchers who have continued to enhance our 
understanding of single-component LbL. To date, a number of 
polyelectrolytes181–183 have been used for single-component 
LbL, and the mechanism is not limited to click interactions 
between two same polymer backbones. Assemble with 
sacrificial layers184–186 and small molecule mediated LbL 
assembly187–190 are the other two methods widely used for 
single-component LbL assembly. Despite the differences in 
operation and mechanism, all the methods eventually yield 
multilayer films with organized structures composed of the 
same polymer backbone. 

The development of LbL assembly methods is closely related 
to their integration with other technologies. Spin coating, spray 
coating, microfluidics, and 3D printing were not originally 
designed for LbL but their integration has increased the 
opportunities for LbL to be used in a range of biomedical 
applications. Because of the simplicity and great controllability 
of the assembled films, as well as the ability to combine with 
other technologies, LbL will continue to contribute to 
biomedical applications.
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